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Hello and welcome back!

There have been some changes to Absence Management due to the move to Business+, the most notable being
a huge reduction in Absence & Vacancy reason choices.  This is a good thing!  Different, but definitely a good
move.  If you have questions about what reason code to use, reach out to your supervisor or the organizer of the
event/training and they should be able to fill you in.  Many reason are now lumped together, such as SSD -
Elementary IEP TRANS, SSD - IEP Release, SSD-Case Management are all now under SSD/CASE
MANAGEMENT and require a note as to the specific activity you are doing.  Program supervisors will then be
able to run reports, look at notes, for reporting on specific activity info.  The same is true for many of the
Instruction reason codes.  Again, if you do not know what to choose, ask!

As you all know, many of our classified staff have 30 min unpaid lunch breaks that the sub should not get paid
for.  This was not consistent last year, and many subs were overpaid.  I attached a cheat sheet on classified staff
entering their default times that you should make sure to go through with all your classified staff who get a district
paid sub: EAs and Elementary Secretaries.  If default times are entered with the unpaid break noted ( 7:55-11:30
and 12:00-2:55) the employee can enter their absences without having to use a variation or enter AM/PM and
the break time will automatically be deducted from the sub time.  It will show 7 hours, but the sub paid time will
be 6.5hours. ***Licensed staff should not include a break time as licensed subs are paid either 4 or 8 hours!

Here's to a great year!!!  Please reach out if you have further questions or need clarification.
Best~

Sonja Casarez
HR Generalist II
Substitutes & Coaches
Eugene School District 4J
(541)790-7688
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When logged in to your Absence Management account: 1)Click on Account under the Naviga�on menu, 2)Under personal Info, fill in your �me in the Absence 
Times and the Sub Report Times and make sure to leave out your 30 min unpaid lunch break, 3)Save changes!

     
 

Once you have saved your changes, any absences you enter will match your default �me and automa�cally deduct a 30 min lunch from the sub �me- You will not 
see the deduc�on, but the sub will be paid correctly. Using the above example, the �me will show 7:30-2:30 (7 hours) but the sub will be credited 6.5 hours.



When entering an absence with one of our new absence codes:

     
 

Choose a reason that best describes why you are out (see above).  A note must be added in the “Notes to Administrator” 
sec�on with the name of the ac�vity/workshop/training/course/etc.  This will help Instruc�on/HR/SSD know where to 
bill the sub.

   
 

     
 


